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From the President ...
FROM THE PRESIDENT...

I

hope that this edition of Hut News finds you well
rested after a summer break. Don’t forget you
can view this and every issue in colour on our
website.
Unfortunately, the Christmas period is a time
when governments propose changes while everyone is relaxing – such is the case with the Tourism in National Parks issue!
Plans are afoot to open up National Parks for
development by changing the National Parks Act
in March. The changes will allow new leases for
accommodation and other activities. Eco-resorts
and cabins are mentioned, which is bad enough,
but future governments would be able to use the
legislative changes to go beyond this. Commercial
activities will be allowed in Wilderness areas.
This is bad for National Parks and bad for our
local tourism industry which does not need the
competition.
Please help us stop the State government
developing National Parks. Come on the bus
to the protest meeting on Thursday 26 February – see the display advertisment on page 3 of
this Hut News. Give our local members Mr Koperberg and Ms Paluzzano a ring and tell them National Parks are for nature!
As our former President, Robin Mosman, said:
Parks are constantly under pressure from commercial interests, and it is only the democratic
weight of public opinion and the strength of the
environment movement that will preserve them for
the people of NSW, to whom they really belong.
We are the guardians of National Parks and
Wilderness areas! Please join me on the bus.
Tara Cameron 4751 1130

M

Consoc member, Lis Bastion, announces the formation of the
Blue Mountains Permaculture Institute SITE

<http://www.bluemountainspermacultureinstitute.com.au>

W

elcome to the newly-formed Blue Mountains
Permaculture Institute. In these rapidly changing and uncertain times, as we find ourselves facing
peak oil, peak climate, peak food, peak water, peak soil,
peak employment, peak health and, quite possibly, in
the near future, peak population, it is our goal to build
on the innovation of the past thirty years of Permaculture to create a new vision for a post-peak future.
The site will be a source of changing articles, videos
and resources on how positive change can, and is, happening and we will be
stretching the boundaries of Permaculture as we address how communities
can move forward in these rapidly changing and uncertain times.
It also provides links to as many groups as possible, plus a quicklink list
of Blue Mountains’ sites you might like to visit regularly – from weather and
transport links to other permaculturists, food groups, Wires etc.
While you’re at the site you can:
u read a personal account of being part of the Community Solar Panel bulk
buy and having solar panels installed – if you want another backup during
blackouts you might even like to get a solar lantern at the Community Markets in Blackheath;
u read about member Rowe Morrow’s Development Work in Africa;
u visit the Calendar to keep up with the many things that are happening in
the Mountains and Central West over the next month, from the Blackheath
Community Market at the school, Permaculture Courses, the Climate Summit Bus Trip, the Ecopella Songs in the Key of Green CD launch, the Ethical
Investment Seminar, Permablitzing at the E.L.F. in Orange and lots more;
u watch a whole range of Videos about Permaculture, Food, Monsanto,
Forests etc, and even have a chuckle over an early The Good Life episode;
u click on the links under Blue Mountains Community to take you to other
Great Community Sites in the Mountains.
Our Courses will all start AFTER 7 February. The Permaculture Design
Certificate starts on 14 February. We still have vacancies for all courses.
Lis Bastian 4787 7533

— An evening with Michael Richardson —

ichael Richardson is the
Member for Castle Hill in
the NSW Parliament and will
be the Guest Speaker at our
February Monthly Meeting at
the Conservation Hut.
Michael was first elected in
1993 after working 23 years as
a journalist and in magazine
and book publishing. He
is the author of a number of books, including The
Australian Guide to Self Sufficiency and Australia’s
Natural Wonders.
In the NSW Parliament, he has been Chairman of the
Coalition Education, Environment and Wastewatch
Committees and has been in turn Shadow Minister for

Corrective Services, Housing and the Environment.
Michael is a keen bushwalker and environmentalist
and has been very helpful to the Society and the
Environmental Defenders Office with the Cox’s
River Case. (See page 10). His son, currently living
in London, is an Environmental Scientist and his
Principal Adviser is a PhD Candidate in Environmental
Engineering.
Michael has been invited to provide a Liberal
perspective on conserving the natural environment.
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Letter of the Month – FEBRUARY 2009
NSW ACTION ON SOLAR FEED-IN TARIFF SCHEME
The State Government has finally announced it will introduce a solar feedin tariff for householders. With more and more Australians opting to install
solar panels, this is good news. A decision on the details of the scheme will
be made shortly.
If this scheme is to play its part in reducing the State’s greenhouse emissions, it is critical that the framework is right.
The Nature Conservation Council believes a strong solar feed-in tariff must
pay householders for all of the electricity they produce (called a gross feed-in
tariff), not just for the surplus electricity that isn’t used in the household and
is fed back into the grid (net feed-in tariff). Currently the NSW government
only wants to pay for the excess energy produced. A strong, gross solar
feed-in tariff is an essential part of tackling climate change. The scheme
adopted in the ACT operates on a gross tariff as does the German model.
The incentive should be available to businesses as well as households.
This would help small businesses diversify their income and create opportunities for large-scale renewable energy. The NSW Government wants to limit
incentives to households.
A net feed-in tariff will disadvantage households and businesses which
use the electricity they produce during the day, and have little to export to the
grid. In consequence, it will take much longer to recoup the cost of the initial
solar installation, which is a dis-incentive.
The NSW Government only wants a scheme to include rooftop solar panels. However, to provide an incentive for large-scale renewable power that
can feed into our homes and businesses, the scheme should cover all renewable energy technologies.
Such a scheme would make a significant contribution to tackling climate
change and would reduce NSW’s dependence on coal-fired electricity. Compared with 1990, carbon emissions from NSW have risen 30%, which means
that we have a huge job ahead just to stabilize greenhouse gas emissions,
much less meet the modest 5% cuts now proposed for 2020 (Sydney Morning Herald 12.1.09).
Write to the Minister for Climate Change, Ms Carmel Tebbutt. You may
wish to use some or all of the following points and including comment
of your own would show your personal concern about this issue:
4 I congratulate the NSW Government on its intention to introduce a solar
feed-in tariff scheme. However, if the scheme is to play its part in reducing
the State’s greenhouse emissions, it is critical that people be rewarded if
they invest thousands of dollars to actively make a difference to the State’s
greenhouse pollution levels by generating their own renewable energy.
4 I believe the foundation of the scheme should be a gross feed-in tariff,
which would pay householders for all of the electricity they produce.
4 A net feed-in tariff will disadvantage households and businesses which
use the electricity they produce during the day, and have little to export to the
grid. In consequence, it will take much longer to recoup the cost of the initial
solar installation, which is a dis-incentive.
4 Businesses as well as households should be included in the scheme,
helping small businesses to make a contribution and opening opportunities
for large-scale renewable energy.
4 I believe the scheme should cover all renewable energy technologies,
so that it provides an incentive for large-scale renewable power that can feed
into our homes and businesses.
4 Such a scheme would make a significant contribution to tackling climate change and would reduce NSW’s dependence on coal-fired electricity.
I understand that, compared with 1990, carbon emissions from NSW have
risen 30%, which means that we all have a huge job ahead just to stabilize
greenhouse gas emissions, much less meet the modest 5% cuts now proposed for 2020.
4 I urge your Government to give NSW citizens the best scheme possible
so they can make their contribution to this enormous task.
Mail to Ms Carmel Tebbutt, Level 30, Governor Macquarie Tower,
1 Farrer Place, SYDNEY NSW 2000
You may email Ms Tebbutt at dp.office@tebbutt.minister.nsw.gov.au
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Rosemary Lathouris and Robin Mosman via Citizens Climate Campaign

Taskforce on Tourism and National Parks – WE PROTEST!

I

n a bold move just before Christmas, the NSW Government
adopted pro-national park development recommendations
from its Tourism and National Parks Taskforce.
The NSW Government is now set to remove the legal barriers to national park development and encourage developers
to build private-owned accommodation and other facilities in
national parks. These proposals have been dressed up as
meeting the tourism and park visitation targets of the 2006
State Plan, but this is incorrect. Park visitor targets will easily
be exceeded under the existing park management regime.
Specifically, the proposed changes include a broadening
of national park leasehold laws to permit the building of new
eco-resorts, cabins and semi-permanent camps, and changes to wilderness laws that allow commercial tours.
Also planned is the creation of a land grab mechanism for
private development inside national parks that would offer
land to the tourism industry in an ‘investor-ready’ condition
and another, as yet unspecified, fast-tracking mechanism in
relation to park management plans.
The community has not been asked if it wants private development of national parks. A promised draft report phase
was dispensed with and the Task Force report was adopted upon its release instead. As many voters are passionate
about national parks, this fast-tracking of development plans
must be seen as a potential political blunder.
This radical move on national parks demonstrates that
the NSW Government has learnt nothing from its weakening
community-based development control and planning laws by
centralising planning powers in its own hands.
The NSW Government mistakenly believes private development of National Parks could boost the tourism industry
growth and provide extra funds for Park management, but
there is no solid evidence to support these claims. In fact,

strong evidence exists that these initiatives are unnecessary.
Tourism NSW presentation to the Tourism and National Parks
Taskforce, 2008, clearly asserts that National Park visitor
growth through domestic overnight visitors and day trippers
and international visitors will easily exceed the State Plan Target of 20 per cent increase in National Park visits by 2016.
National Parks are doing more than their bit for tourism
in NSW. In the circumstances it would be politically, morally
and environmentally wrong to impose private developments
on National Parks. The move could even create false expectations in the industry and private development of National
Parks could also flop due to its controversial nature. The State
Plan Targets for tourism and national park visitation must be
achieved without development of National Parks.
Environment groups want a stronger nature tourism industry and more people enjoying the National Parks. This can and
must be achieved without over-development. Keith Muir
Tara Cameron adds these comments: The Taskforce report offers NO support to improve existing facilities in Parks,
such as campgrounds, toilets, tracks, staffing, weed control
and signage. It assumes the ‘public private partnerships’ will
fund Park management, but provides no financial data.
The Taskforce report claims that development is needed
for the ‘comfort in nature’ tourist. Consoc believes that such
tourists are well served by the variety of guest houses, boutique hotels, resorts, cafés and other facilities in our Blue
Mountains villages.
Phil Koperberg stated at our Monthly Meeting that he
would be the ‘guardian’ of our National Parks. Write to him
and keep him up to it (address on page 6), and also write to
Carmel Tebbutt. JUST AS IMPORTANTLY, COME TO THIS
ENVIRONMENTALISTS’ PUBLIC PROTEST —
WE HAVE ORGANISED A BUS FOR YOU!
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BMCS ON WATCH AND IN ACTION — some notes on our endeavours
CC Protest Bus Trip to Canberra

Helen Deane, our CC & S Officer,
comments, “On 3 February the Society
arranged a fiendish pre-dawn-to-dusk bus
trip to Canberra to join with Grassroots
Climate Network Members and supporters
in a Climate Change Action Summit protest. In forming a human barrier around the
Parliament House building, the object was
to spell out to the Rudd Government, on its
first day of sitting in 2009, that the carbon
emissions reductions target of 5% below
2000 levels was a dismal response to the
call by the U.N. Inter-governmental Panel
on Climate Change for developed nations
to reduce emissions by between 25% and
40% below 1990 levels.”

Carbon Offset Tree Planting

The BMCC/BMCS co-operative community-based program to offset carbon
emissions by growing and distributing
local native tree plants was described in
December Hut News. Green Team Leader
at Council, Chris Dewhurst, has advised
that all 2000 vouchers for free trees have
now been distributed, demonstrating keen
public enthusiasm for the scheme. The
Society has collected 520 of these vouchers at our nurseries and another 800 were
taken in to Council’s Springwood depot.
So our Nursery Manager, Kevin Bell,
quickly computed that about another
700 vouchers have not been redeemed
and he urges members to utilise them,
and not leave them sitting in a drawer.
Our nurseries will be participating in
the scheme again later in 2009 and Kevin
is currently discussing with Council how
the operation can be improved.

Cox’s River Water Quality

Society members have intensified the
monitoring of water quality in the Cox’s
River by personally conducting a range of
tests. See the story on page 10.

Katoomba Airstrip

In March 2008 the Society, aware of the
upcoming expiry of Special Lease 1966/14
assigned to Katoomba Airfield Pty Ltd,
made representation to the NSW Department of Lands in the following terms:
“We are strongly opposed to the sale
or the renewal of the lease on this site.
Our preferred option is for the incorporation of Lot 550 DP 751627 into the
Blue Mountains National Park. The
only appropriate continued use of the
site as an airfield is occasionally when it
is required for public emergencies and
then only for use by helicopters.”
Our reasons were the vulnerability of
the site adjacent to bushland, erosion and
sedimentation issues (exacerbated by the
2002 bushfires), groundwater contamination, compliance with LEP and noise.
We also recommended that if Katoomba Airfield Pty Ltd was to be granted a
lease renewal, then it should be made to
conform strictly to the principles of Crown
Land management as defined in Section 11
of the Crown Lands Act 1989 and to the
‘triple bottom line’ considerations, particularly in regards to best practice environmental management.
In fact this letter was in confirmation of
our submission to the Department of Land
and Water Conservation in May 2000 when
we addressed the same issues in detail.
On 20 January 2009, having been made
aware that a March 2009 decision is likely,
we reinforced our submission with a letter
to Phil Koperberg asking for his support.
It should be noted that in suggesting
that the land be retained as a heliport we
are aware that it can be vital during big
wildfires – at least seven choppers were in
and out during the early 2000 fires.

Mt Victoria Bypass

See the update report on Pages 6 & 7.

Taskforce on Tourism in NPs

See the update report on Page 3 together
with the notice of a vital Public Meeting in
the City on Thursday 26 February 2009.
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Degraded and Unkempt

Wolgan Valley Resort & Spa

The Society has continued to take a
close interest in Emirates Wolgan Valley
Resort & Spa as building continues. Not
at all surprising in view of its proximity
to (and land exchange with) the National
Park and its visibility from our favoured
bushwalking areas on Newnes Plateau and
Donkey Mountain. The fourth quarterly issue of their newsletter, Conservation Matters! provides some insights:

“Over New Year we saw the first flight
of a protected fledgling Wedge-tailed Eagle, its species still at risk in the Wolgan
Valley area mainly because its slow lift off
leaves it vulnerable to vehicles while it is
feeding on road-killed kangaroos.
“In respect of the internal fence removal
program, during the last 12 months there
has been a systematic demolition of all
farm fences across the two former farming properties that now make up the Resort
conservancy. The objective is eventually
to remove all barbed wire fencing from the
property to reduce wildlife (mostly kangaroos /wallaroos) from being fatally snared
while attempting to jump or pass under
the fence. Almost 40km of barbed wire
fencing have been removed thus far. The
design of our new fence along the Wolgan
road comprises five strands of plain wire.
“This enlarged free range area now allows unimpeded passage for wildlife across
the valley floor to Donkey Mountain. Native wildlife now will also be helped and
encouraged to travel along wildlife corridors. There are new plantings of trees and
shrubs along our rivers that will cross the
property to link patches of ruminant established vegetation and will offer new wildlife habitat opportunities.
“All the old wooden fence posts on the
property are being reused in the landscaping for the Resort and the steel star pickets
as screening between villas. In this way
guests will be able to see our commitment
to environmental protection through the recycling of the resources available to us.”
So already, for fauna at least, the Resort approach appears preferable to the
former regime of small fenced holdings.

BMCS ON WATCH AND IN ACTION — more notes on our endeavours
Delta Springvale Transfer Water

Lithgow Environment Group Streamwatch has received a reply from Environment Protection and Regulation (DECC)
to their 16 January follow-up letter of
complaint concerning the water quality
problems experienced by both Centennial
Coal and Delta Electricity with their mine
water transfer scheme at Springvale Mine.
The EPR says that after discussions with
both parties it has received advice from
Delta that a solution to the issue of mine
water discharges to Newnes Plateau is now
imminent. We look forward to a win here
for our very active associated environmental body.

the loss of native vegetation, the introduced Aleppo Pine pinus halepensis has
become a major source of food for the
cockatoos. With the control of invasive
pines now under way, scientists have
noticed a drop in populations. Research
has found a need to retain some pines
until revegetated areas can feed current
populations. The chance of this happening in the Blue Mountains is remote because of the protection of native trees,
particularly hakea which the cockatoos
love. Still, this story illustrates the complex nature of our ecosystems when we
introduce weeds such as the Radiata
pine found throughout our region.”

This BMCS sponsored environmental
magazine written by
students for students
goes from strength
to strength. Do look
it up on our website.
Here is an extract by
‘Chris’ from the December issue. The photo is by J. van Weenenbecome.
“Are pines good for our environment?
You may be surprised to learn that in some
parts of Australia, one of our fairly common local birds and the subject of our Society logo, the yellow-tailed black cockatoo is threatened. In South Australia, with

Conservationist, Steven Ridd, is campaigning to save this 300-year-old Angophora costata tree from being felled
to make way for RTA highway widening at Bullaburra. The Society has decided to support Steven in his protest as
the magnificent tree predates Bullaburra and the colonisation of Australia. It
could survive for another 300 years.
Clive Barker, our Theatened Species
Officer, who has had many encounters
with the RTA on the question of highway native plantings comments that
“the RTA has a few people who listen
and are working with environmentalists. Changes are happening there and

Strobus

B

Bullaburra Tree

in fact personnel on the
project may possibly be
convinced to save such a
tree.” Let’s hope so.
Where is it, you ask?
Behind the guardrail,
eastbound, on the left
hand side of the road just
past Boronia Road and
your favourite defunct
service station. But drive past carefully.

Gardens of Stone Stage 2

See the update report on Page 8.

Will Koalas Come Back to the Blue Mountains?

lue Mountains City Council’s Bushcare Program has organised an evening talk by Rob Close on Thursday evening 12 February, 7.00pm to
9.00pm at Blaxland Primary School Hall, in Baden Place.
Rob, who is Adjunct Associate Professor in the School of Biomedical and
Health Sciences, University of Western Sydney Campbelltown, will present
the findings of twenty years of research into the Koalas of the Campbelltown area and in other colonies on the rim of the Sydney Basin. He has
been compiling data on their movements, reproduction and survival rates,
dispersal of the young, how they set up territories, and also which trees are
used for food and which for shelter. The research has been heavily reliant
on community help.
Rob says that little is known about Koalas in the Blue Mountains presettlement. “Perhaps the most interesting finding is that Campbelltown Koalas are thriving, unlike the situation reported from most other colonies in the
State. What has amazed us about the Campbelltown animals is their great
capacity to survive to old age and produce surviving offspring despite the
human influence. I see no reason why the same should not apply to other
areas on the edge of Sydney – provided diseases such as koala retrovirus
and fire do not intervene,” he explained.
“They appear to be doing very well in the Kurrajong-Bilpin area and are
sure to spread from there provided there are no serious fires. We also receive sightings from the northern side of Sydney and two recent sightings
from near the ADI site. Numbers seem to be increasing in the Mittagong area;
and a colony was recently discovered in the Warragamba catchment.”
Tea and coffee will be provided and discussion will be encouraged.
For enquiries please contact Lyndal Sullivan on 4780 5528 or
lsullivan@bmcc.nsw.gov.au
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THE MT VICTORIA – RIVER LETT HILL ‘BYPASS’: AGAIN!

T

by Brian Marshall, National Parks Officer

he Cardno and SKM reports identified five corridors for the envisaged ‘bypass’. Public responses to the reports were required by the RTA by 22 December 2008. BMCS, Hartley Highway Action Group
(HHAG), Bell Action Group Against The Highway
(BAGATH), the Colong Foundation and members of
the Blackheath community, wrote jointly to the RTA,
Bob Debus and Anthony Albanese requesting a threemonth extension of the deadline, asking for a policy
focus on rail rather than road for freight transport and
seeking assurance that the bypass would not be the
trigger for approval of the passage of 26m B-doubles
across the Blue Mountains. (See the letter on the page
opposite.)
One aim was to enable evaluation of the corridors
within the context of the Federal Government’s Central West Transport Needs Study (CWTNS). The RTA
granted a general extension until January 30 2009,
but this is insufficient. The CWTNS is reportedly
with Minister Albanese, but it has yet to be released
for public consideration.
Several members have written to BMCS expressing concerns about the Society engaging with
the RTA’s ‘bypass’ process rather than advocating rail improvements to the exclusion of expenditure on highways. There is no simple answer to
such concerns. Management Committee is charged
with running the Society’s affairs. It allocates the
Society’s human and financial resources in ways
that (hopefully) ensure the best environmental outcomes. Campaigning against highway improvements
when confronted with the increasing number of traffic movements, public demand for reductions in fatal
and major accidents, and an expectation of reduced
or maintained travel times, is deemed an ineffective
use of resources.
The BMCS Transport Policy (see Hut News
September 2008, page 3) demonstrates a commitment to rail and questions the need for an upgraded Great Western Highway (GWH) westward
from Soldiers Pinch. In the case of the ‘bypass’,
BMCS has clearly stated its preference for improved
rail infrastructure. Nevertheless, should this preference be disregarded by governments (bearing in mind
the strong political imperative and the public outcry
against dangerous sections of highway), BMCS must
still ensure that a selected route inflicts the least environmental, cultural and social damage. And taking
this further, even if the Society’s ‘tunnel’ option is rejected, BMCS will still engage with the RTA (before,
during and subsequent to construction) to minimise
impacts on environmental and cultural heritage.
Irrespective of the route delineated, the design
specifications will enable 26-metre B-doubles to
cross the ‘sandstone curtain’. This is totally unacceptable to the Society on environmental, cultural and social grounds. BMCS suspects that it will be equally
unacceptable to all residents in the towns and villages
along the GWH from Mt Victoria to Glenbrook. Any
gains in safety from bypassing Mt Victoria, Victoria
pass and River Lett Hill will be swamped if 26-metre
B-doubles thunder down the highway.
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Consoc representatives Andrew Valja, Tara Cameron, Karen McLaughlin,
Ian Brown, John Haydon, Ingrid Haydon and Ron Withington, together with
Keith Muir of the Colong Foundation, joined with activists representing the
Bell/Hartley/Blackheath bypass action groups for a tour of the areas affected
by the various proposals. In the morning Andrew led the group on a good
walking tour of the Farmer’s Creek area highlighting the impact of any new
four-lane highway. The afternoon was spent in Hartley Valley looking at the
corresponding impact on broad-acre land holdings, swamps and cultural
heritage sites. Options for further representation and direct action in support
of our joint letter were discussed.
To recapitulate:
v The Society believes that improved rail infrastructure is the optimum answer to the transport of bulk and hazardous freight across the Blue Mountains;
this should be the focus of funding.
v The Society’s concern for the environmental and cultural heritage of the
western Blue Mountains precludes disengaging from the ‘bypass’ process and
its implications.
v Of the five corridors delineated, the Society considers the ‘tunnel’ option
within the existing GWH corridor to have the least environmental and cultural
impacts, and be economically viable.
v Irrespective of which ‘bypass’ route is selected, the Society will attempt
to minimise environmental and cultural impacts throughout the before, during
and after construction periods.
v 26-metre B-doubles through the towns and villages of the Blue Mountains
are totally unacceptable and will have extreme political consequences.
Perhaps optimistically, the detailed investigations by RTA and the CWTNS
will enable Bob Debus and others to reject all ‘bypass’ options on social, economic and environmental grounds. Even better, rail may benefit by default!
What to do? If you are concerned about funding-deprived rail infrastructure, 26-metre B-doubles in your bedroom, or any other aspect of the
‘bypass’ process, let Bob Debus know, and copy your communication to
your State elected representatives:
• Bob Debus, PO Box 99, Katoomba NSW 2780 or email Bob.Debus.MP@aph.gov.au
• Anthony Albanese, 334A Marrickville Road, Marrickville NSW 2204 or email to
A.Albanese.MP@aph.gov.au

• Nathan Rees, Premier, Level 40 Governor Macquarie Tower, 1 Farrer Place, Sydney
NSW 2000 or email thepremier@www.nsw.gov.au)
• Phil Koperberg, Shop 3, 107-109 Macquarie Rd, Springwood NSW 2777 or email
bluemountains@parliament.nsw.gov.au)

Text of the Joint Letter to Anthony Albanese,
Bob Debus and the RTA – 18 December 2008

Representing members of the community across the Blue
Mountains at large, the Hartley Vale-Hartley district, and the
Bell-Clarence region, we have joined together to express extreme
concern over the construction of a Mount Victoria-River Lett Hill
Bypass, principally funded by the Federal Government.
The five corridors identified by the RTA could see direct encroachment and substantial indirect impacts on the Blue Mountains World Heritage Area, and another highway carved down the
face of the western escarpment. The corridors impact on nationally endangered ecological communities and heritage sites and
have extreme social consequences.
In an age experiencing climate change and peak oil, we need
to reduce our usage of fossil fuels and road transport for freight
– not promote it by increasing reliance on highways to the detriment of rail. The hundreds of millions of dollars set aside for the
Bypass should be used to improve existing rail facilities between
the Central West and Newcastle, not focus freight traffic through
relatively unspoiled regions and/or areas of significant national
heritage.
Although improving safety along the Mt Victoria-River Lett
Hill tract of the Great Western Highway is a consideration, a substantial outcome of the Bypass would be to enable 26m B-doubles
easy passage across the ‘sandstone curtain’. RTA guidelines state
that all route options must be accessible to these huge trucks and
calculations confirmed by the RTA indicate that truck traffic is expected to increase by a possible 4000 movements per day. These
figures are in addition to those being made public in their consultants’ reports and are due to a number of developments and
container terminals coming on line. The projected passenger vehicle movements over the mountains and Central West population
changes certainly do not justify the environmental, heritage and
social costs in the ‘Bypass region’ and throughout the villages and
towns comprising the City of the Blue Mountains.
This B-double agenda has not been shared with residents
across the Blue Mountains who will experience its social impacts.
We seek a firm commitment that the restriction on movement of
26m B-doubles across the Blue Mountains will NOT be lifted,
irrespective of which Bypass route is chosen. Or, failing this, we
ask that the broader Blue Mountains community be included in an
extended consultation period.
The Central West Transport Needs Study has been commissioned by the Federal Government to examine the ‘bigger picture’ over 5-year and 25-year time frames. The RTA’s consultants
regarding the Bypass corridors indicate that they have been informed by this far-reaching strategic study. Yet the study is currently unavailable for public comment or even for the public’s
information. It is surely ludicrous that the RTA persists with its
Bypass-consultation timetable in advance of the public release of
this far-reaching study.
The undersigned, on behalf of the organisations that they represent, therefore call for a 3-month extension of the current December 22 deadline in relation to the RTA’s consultants’ reports,
and an appropriate re-scheduling of the whole Bypass timetable
to ensure that: (a) the public can be informed by the Central West
Area Transport Study; and (b) either a commitment is made regarding NO 26m B-doubles through the City of the Blue Mountains, or all affected communities are consulted and advised of the
consequences of any Mt Victoria-River Lett Hill Bypass.
Tara Cameron, President, BMCS
David Peters, Chairman Hartley Highway Action Group (HHAG)
Keith Muir, Director, Colong Foundation for Wilderness
Peter Redman, Bells Action Group Against the Highway (BAGATH)
Bob Colman, Blackheath Highway Action Group (BAG)

St Helena Crater Recovery program

B. Cameron, 1994

S

aint Helena Crater, near Western Creek, Glenbrook, is
an extinct volcanic vent, a 12ha semi-circular basin lying about 100m below the surrounding plateau sandstone
level. Once well-grassed forest land, its presence was unsuspected, even at a short distance. Saint Helena Crater
was wonderful – tall white columns of gums reaching up,
branchless for many metres, to support a green cathedral
ceiling with gnarly organic arches – dappled shade covering
lush grass groomed by wombats and kangaroos.
Saint Helena Crater was not especially difficult to get to
via fire trails by the mid-1970s, but not frequently visited,
either. However, anyone who has attempted to approach the
Crater in recent times is aware of the devastation caused
by the 2002 fires and the subsequent growth in the rich volcanic soil of rampant blackberry and other weeds, making
access into and through the crater next to impossible.
In concert with the NPWS, Peter Miller and the Brisbane
Waters Outdoors Club have formed the Friends of Saint Helena Crater Bushcare Group and they are asking interested
and willing clubs to help.
Weekend working bees have begun, with three held in
2008. These early weekends were mainly for mapping and
planning the assault. The real bushcare will begin in autumn,
initially March 14/15 and April 18/19, followed by two more
sessions in the spring.
Jim Percy, our Saturday Walks Co-ordinator – 4758
6009 – is calling for interested and willing members to
contact him with the intention of joining the April 18/19
weekend to assist in the recovery program.
NPWS have the OH&S obligation to train and protect volunteers and are particularly interested in people attending a
preparatory training course on chemical handling and spraying technique. The course will be held in February or early
March – so indications of interest are needed as soon as
possible.
Members can still help without the training – they will
not be involved in any spraying or other chemical handling.
There will be plenty of other jobs.
The plan is for the April weekend session to appear on the
Autumn Walks program April 18 and 19. The party will walk
in to the crater with an overnight pack from Martins Lookout
via the Kings Link track. It will not be necessary to carry in
any tools as all equipment will be provided by NPWS. It will,
Jim says, be necessary to pack your good humour.
For a full article on the Recovery Program, which appeared in the Spring 2008 issue of The Bushwalker, please
see our website.
“It was and can be again a beautiful place to spend a lazy
weekend.” 					
JP/RW
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GARDENS OF STONE – STAGE 2

hree years have passed since the dual launch of the Gardens
of Stone Stage 2 Campaign at Parliament House and Hassans
Walls. We still do not have protection for Newnes Plateau, Genowlan Mountain, the Upper Cox’s, Mt Airly and Mt York heritage entities, Gooches Crater or the Western Escarpment. But as
Keith Muir will affirm, these things do not happen overnight.
What we can say is there is no way the proposal has gone
away – it has stayed in the news – awareness of the issues has
been perpetuated and enhanced by discussion and/or debate on
a great many related matters. Just a few that spring to mind are
the Mt Victoria Bypass, the Cox’s River pollution monitoring, the
approval for hunting, the Port Macquarie NP proposal, progress
on the Emirates Wolgan Resort, land subsidence in Baal Bone
Colliery area, sand-mining conflicts, trail-bike damage, and the
agreement made between the BMCC and the LCC to protect and
rehabilitate Newnes Plateau Shrub Swamps and Montane Peatlands.
However direct promotion is also ongoing. The proposal
Lobby Book of images has been widely circulated. Consoc and
Colong Foundation have taken sundry politicians to the area, and
have made slide presentations to bushwalking groups, and real
effort is being made to convince the Lithgow community, by way
of a special Consoc study, of the tourist potential of the area on
both economic as well as environmental grounds.
The following update focuses on the December meeting in
Bathurst between Brian Marshall and Ian Brown of Consoc
and Forests NSW Regional Manager, Gavin Jeffries, to discuss
facilitating the declaration of GOS2 and improving protection
of Newnes Plateau in the interim period, in particular from
trail-bike damage in the plantations and adjacent lands.
Here are some extracts from Brian’s meeting notes:
• Karen McLaughlin’s short slide presentation of trail-bike damage was shown and Gavin installed it on his laptop.
• The general distribution of high and moderate levels of damage,
focuses around the principal road and 4wd track systems.
• The damage results from tracks being cut through undisturbed
habitat, including Vulnerable (State) and Endangered (Federal)
Newnes Plateau Shrub Swamps and the broader category of Temperate Highland Peat Swamps on sandstone.
• The tracks are illegal and their use is illegal, whether or not the
trail bike is unregistered and/or the rider is unlicensed.
• The use causes intense erosion and gullying – the resulting sand
and silt washes into and contaminates swamps and creeks.
• Licensed 4wd drivers and trail-bike riders may legally use the
roads, provided their vehicles are licensed, but many engage in illegal practices (speeding and dangerous driving/riding) that constitute a threat to themselves and other users. The resulting noise
pollution impacts on fauna and low-impact recreational users.
• Rubbish accumulating around official and informal campsites
detracts from the amenity of the area and may adversely affect
small fauna.
• Some illegal trail-bike tracks are now sufficiently wide to present a challenge to 4wd enthusiasts – such high-impact users usually aim to push the limits – once a challenge is conquered they
seek a bigger challenge!
• There is general agreement that there is need for better protection. Gerard Martin, Karyn Paluzzano and Trish Doyle (for PK) –
also Cameron Dobson and Stephanie Hutchinson (Forests), Gary
Wallace (LCC), Lithgow Councillors and Centennial Coal all recognised the need.
• In the short term (say three years) it was agreed that discussions between Forests NSW (Gavin Jeffries) and NPWS (initiated
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by Bob Conroy) in relation to joint management concepts need to
proceed. Brian will attempt to facilitate.
• Forests would possibly be amenable to NPWS managing the
Plateau north and west
of a simple boundary encompassing the ‘active’
forestry areas, but Gavin
emphasised that one of
the problems of co-management or transfer of
management involved the
matter of fire protection
for the pine plantation.
• The matter of a roundtable discussion involving
NPWS, Forests, Lithgow
Police, Lithgow Council,
BMCS and other interested parties was raised – and
Gavin would be happy to
participate. He also undertook to discuss the management of the dilapidated Happy Valley bike track and its surrounds with the Lower Blue Mountains Motorcycle Club.
• For the longer term (say 4 to 10 years) Brian raised the concept
of progressive relinquishment of areas not required by Forests.
Gavin indicated that a piece-by-piece strategy was not favoured
by Forests, who would much prefer to deal with the whole area!
• Brian also referred to the progressive retirement of the pine
and hardwood forests – Gavin indicated that supplying hardwood to the Clarence sawmill was not a long-term arrangement
and that a 3-5 year time frame might be considered.
• Gavin indicated that he would be happy to relinquish Newnes
provided that there was adequate compensation in terms of an
equivalent number of hectares (not equivalent timber quality) –
the focus is that Forests has contractual obligations over the long
term, and the contracts reflect managed production from a series
of plantations comprising a total number of hectares.
• Gavin indicated that Newnes will be re-planted in the absence of
any over-riding agreement involving hectare compensation.
The way forward as suggested by Gavin Jeffries:
• Provide GPS locations for the photos in Karen’s presentation
and attempt to map all the major areas of damage. Big job!
• Establish environmental priorities for remediation – e.g. swamps,
creek crossings, steep tracks, etc.
• Gain the support of LCC, the Police and the politicians.
• In relation to co-management, refer the matter to Geoff Luscombe
and recognise that there will be a lead time that should be covered
by a transition strategy.
• Seek grants to fund remediation work – suggestion that BMCS,
Colong, Forests, LCC and the Aboriginal community might make
‘group’ applications.
• The aim should be to remediate damage and protect the Plateau
from further damage, but NOT to transfer damage elsewhere.
And Brian’s conclusions:
• BMCS should pursue its existing strategies for the longer-term
reservation of GoS2, including Newnes Plateau. In the event that
compensatory softwood hectares are not found, the co-management approach and its boundaries should become the basis for
‘partial’ reservation of the Plateau – the notion of all-or-nothing is
appealing, but so is the thin end of the wedge!
RW/BM
Photo: Once a trail-bike track – now a 4wd super-challenge.

Consoc Nursery Notes
Nursery Wins Large RTA Contract: The Nursery volunteers have returned
after a short break over the festive season and are preparing to fulfil a large RTA contract for just over twenty-and-a-half thousand plants for restoration work along the
Great Western Highway at Lawson and Bullaburra. The species list of local plants
and landscaping was devised by Tract Consultants and utilises a mixture of trees,
shrubs and groundcovers. In the previous months, we have been collecting seeds
from the area and these have now been sown in our glasshouse at Blackheath and
potting-on will begin soon. The first delivery of plants will be made in September of
this year while the bulk will be supplied in March and September of 2010 after civil
engineering works are completed by the ABI Group. This project continues the financially rewarding association the nursery has had with the RTA following on similar
contracts at Shell Corner, Katoomba and Soldiers Pinch, Mt Victoria
Re-location of the Lawson Nursery: Our long association with Mt Hay
Technology, Lawson, will terminate at the end of February when we will vacate
these premises for our new location, a short distance away, at the corner of Cascade
and Park Streets in the Lawson industrial area. The nursery facility at the rear of the
Mt Hay Technology buildings was made available through the extreme generosity
of members Ross and Heather Coster, initially for the storage of contract plants but
later expanded to include sales to the public. Without this facility, it would not have
been possible to tender for the large RTA contracts mentioned above or other numerous contracts with National Parks and Blue Mountains City Council. These contracts
have built the current strong financial position of the Society and a great debt is owed
to the Costers and the volunteers, past and present, who worked so hard to generate
this indispensable revenue. Now our big challenge is to construct new facilities at the
new location and we will be calling on members to assist with a special working-bee
in March. Look for details in the March issue of Hut News.
Lovely Plants for Sale: Despite the involvement with contracts and preparation for moving from Lawson, we still care for the needs of the home gardener and
have a big range of beautiful plants for sale at our Lawson (Wednesday mornings)
and Blackheath (Tuesday mornings) nurseries and at the next Magpie Markets at
Lawson Public School on Sunday 15 February. Remember, members receive a 20%
discount on all plants, so come along and bring your tubes and pots for recycling. We
are particularly seeking large pots of about five-litre capacity to hold large trees for
the RTA contract, so if you have any of these lying around, we would be grateful and
pleased to put them back into use.
Our featured plant for this month is Kennedia
rubicunda or Dusky Coral-pea, a vigorous groundcover or climber which bears spectacular, large red
pea-flowers in Spring. I remember former nursery
manager David Coleby, telling customers that it
would cover a tennis court in a few years and it’s
true! Get rid of that lawn, which requires constant
attention, and plant a few K.rubicundas instead.
Tubes are on special for just $1 and advanced plants
in super-tubes for a remarkable $2.
Kevin Bell, BMCS Nursery Manager,
4787 6436, kevinbell@eftel.net.au

IT’s Time to Protect our Wombats

T

he year 2008 brought sad news for wombats in NSW, as
National Parks & Wildlife Service issued 200 licences
for the culling of bare-nosed or common wombats because
they damage fences. There are conservation-minded farmers
who have found ways of managing wombats by other means,
so this culling is a needless destruction of wildlife.
Conservationists are concerned that NPWS is not able to
advise the numbers of wombats killed on each licence and
that licences are even issued to kill wombats!
CYBERACTION! Please sign the Wombat Protection Society’s petition to the
Australian Government to protect all wombat species. See it at the URL:

http://www.gopetition.com/petitions/startprotecting-our-wombats.html – or write or
email Ms Carmel Tebbutt, Level 30, Governor Macquarie Tower, 1 Farrer Place, NSW 2000.
dp.office@tebbutt.minister.nsw.gov.au
Meredith Brownhill

Sipping the Nectar:
The ‘Bird Notes’ of Graham Alcorn
– Now Available –
any members will remember Graham Alcorn - a popular figure who
was not only a birdwatcher and conservationist, but a poet, jazz-lover and all
round great character. His knowledge
and enthusiasm were an inspiration for
many bird and nature lovers in the Blue
Mountains and elsewhere.

M

Graham made an authentic musing Moses
at the Blue Mountains Conservation
Society 40th Anniversary celebration
in 1991. A framed full-length portrait
complete with six-foot staff hangs in the
Consoc Office at the Conservation Hut.
To mark the 10th anniversary of
Graham’s death, local historian John
Low together with birder/naturalists
Jill Dark and Carol Probets have published an anthology of Graham’s bird
writings. The book includes articles
written by Graham for the Blue Mountains Conservation Society and NSW
Field Ornithologists Club (now Birding
NSW) newsletters. Also included are
a biographical note, reminiscences of
Graham written by friends, two previously unpublished poems, and several
photos of Graham which portray a little
of his unique zest for life. The book is
illustrated with sixteen drawings by Fiona Lumsden which capture the charm
of some of the birds in the text.
All proceeds from the sale of the
book will be donated equally to the Blue
Mountains Conservation Society and
Birds Australia to assist with conservation and research of birds and their habitats. The price is $18 (plus $3 postage).
Contact Carol Probets to arrange to
purchase your copy, phone (02) 4782
1831 or mobile 0400 821 862.
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WATER QUALITY – THE COX’S RIVER CASE by David Hall

he people of New South Wales pride
themselves on being a Social Democracy where they look after their mates and
give everyone a fair go. People and the
Community are said to come first, yet we
have new Planning Legislation that allows
the NSW Planning Minister to declare a
development with a project cost of only
$10 million a major project, and override
all Local Government and Community
concerns. Commercial Tourism is to be allowed into National Parks, potentially allowing major metropolitan tour operators
to bus incoming tourists to their facilities
inside the Parks, by-passing the smallbusiness service providers in the National
Park Gateway Towns.
“Now, we have the Cox’s River Case,”
said Consoc President, Tara Cameron. “The
pollution of a river, vital to the survival of
its surrounding ecosystem that flows into
the Warragamba Dam, the drinking water
of Sydney.”
As reported in the December 2008 Hut
News, page 2, members of the Blue Mountains Conservation Society have been testing Cox’s River at some thirty sites since
April, 2007 using Sydney Catchment Authority Authorised Kits and obtaining consistent results at all sites.
On November 29 last year, a different
team of Society members tested three sites
along the Cox’s. The first test site was at
the birth of the River where the water is in
its natural condition. The second was further down where the pollution levels were
noticeable and the third was past the industrial sites where the pollution levels were
lethal to the ecosystem and safe drinking
water standards and consistent with the
testing of the thirty sites.
“The people doing the testing are very
experienced Stream Watch Testers,” said

Consoc team testing the Cox’s in November. David Bowskill with the sampler, assisted
by Rob Baigent, Heather Hull, Simone Bowskill, Bart Beech and Tara Cameron.
David Bowskill, Webmaster for the Society. “The test results revealed salinity
levels 80 times higher than natural background levels, phosphate levels 125 times
higher, turbidity levels 40 times higher,
water temperature in industrial discharges
15 degrees higher, pH levels of 5 to 6 at the
birth of the River and rising to pH 9 further
down and dissolved oxygen levels as low
as 5%, which is lethal for aquatic life.”
“The problem does not end there,” said
Tara. “We also found that the upper limits
set by the Drinking Water and Eco-System
Protection Guidelines had also been exceeded for zinc, boron, manganese and
iron.”
The NSW Department of Climate
Change and the Environment is responsible for the contents of the River. The
Sydney Catchment Authority is responsible for its flow to Warragamba and has
confirmed that the Society’s tests are accurate. Even so, a Catchment Authority
spokesperson was still able to say that water from the Cox’s River poses no threat to

Consoc support for BM Bushcare

public health by the time it flows into Warragamba. The Department admits there is
a problem with heavy metals levels and,
perhaps salinity but claims to be monitoring the situation closely.
“That’s just it?” asked Tara Cameron
“Are they? Do they have the staff and resources to really do that? They seem to
be allowing those responsible for industrial discharges to self-monitor and selfreport.”
The Society has noticed what seems to
be a lack of licensing controls and enforcement of licence conditions. The solution
could be a catchment-wide limit on discharges based on levels that will not cause
ecological harm. These levels should recognise that the Cox’s River is already a
disturbed ecosystem. A Cap and Trade
Scheme, for salinity and metals, similar to
the Hunter Salinity Scheme may also be
needed. The Society recognises that this
approach will only work if enforcement
and monitoring in the catchment are increased.

THE BLUE MOUNTAINS REALLY NEED YOU...

BLUE MOUNTAINS
Valley of the Waters Bushcare Group
meets on the second Saturday of each month, 9am till noon.
Karen Hising is our volunteer leader, providing
instruction. Tools and gloves are made available.
You bring a drink, a snack, a hat
and a wanton will for weed withering...
New members always welcome!
Please ring Karen on 4757 1929.
But if you can’t make it to our site please find a
Bushcare Group nearer to your home. See the website:
www.weedsbluemountains.org.au/bushcare_groups.asp
or phone Lyndal Sullivan at: BMCC 4780 5528
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on our Land-Use Sub-Committee to ensure that every land
development takes place under legitimate environmental
scrutiny and regulation.
WORK COMMITMENTS CONTINUE TO ROB THIS
IMPORTANT SUB-COMMITTEE OF VALUED MEMBERS.
IT IS A VERY HIGH PRIORITY OF THE SOCIETY THAT
NEW MEMBERS ARE QUICKLY ENLISTED.
EVERYONE IS INTERESTED IN THE LAND
DEVELOPMENTS AND BUILDING GOING ON CLOSE
AROUND THEM. WE ASK THAT YOU SIMPLY EXTEND
THAT INTEREST TO THE WIDER COMMUNITY.
Please ring Tara Cameron on 4751 1130 to discuss a role
you may play.

HIGHLIGHTS FROM THE HUT – a review of our Monthly Meeting, Friday 30 January 2009

T

he film Telling the Truth is the product of its parent documentary, The Inconvenient Truth, which all those in the audience said they had seen. To tell the truth,
there was not a big attendance, a fact more
likely to be due to the Nadal v Verdasco
encounter on the telly than to global warming on this cooler night in the Mountains.
Since the release of An Inconvenient
Truth Al Gore has funded and trained over
4,000 presenters in six countries to spread
the key messages of his PowerPoint presentation, including 180 in Melbourne and
70 in Sydney. Trainees selected were from
different professional, cultural and demographic backgrounds. Each was encouraged to tell the story in their own voice and
logic and not to simply to mimic big Al,
who of course had done just that.
Telling the Truth follows seven
of these Australians through their
journey, capturing the challenges
they faced, lessons they learned, the
people they influenced, and projects
they initiated, in the process giving
snippets of each live presentation
before their chosen audience.
• Mark Watson, a young self-styled
‘comedian’ had a rally in Melbourne Town
Hall. He wasn’t at all funny, rather immature, and his delivery and syntax in describing his experience was nearly incomprehensible. Not a good start!
• Electrical tradesman Jim Thomson
from Kalgoorlie, believed he had contributed more than his fair share of carbon
emissions since 1958 and considered it
was time to clean the slate. He underwrote
the screening of An Inconvenient Truth
in Kalgoorlie. Jim conquered his stutter,
faced the multitudes and now has given
many presentations, the most memorable
being to the Kalgoorlie-Boulder Chamber
of Commerce & Industry (CCI). “We had
around fifty business and community leaders attend and feedback was very strong,”
Jim says. So much so that the KalgoorlieBoulder CCI has asked him to implement
a business model to lower the carbon footprint of 453 businesses in the district.
In his working life, Jim is already making efforts to reduce greenhouse gas emissions. “I started my company Outback
Energy Supplies way back in 1999. We do

solar and wind power and heavily promote
the renewable. We refuse to install down
lights, spa heaters etcetera, preferring to
offer energy efficient options,” he says.
“The greatest job satisfaction I get out
of this is driving into a station where they
have a dirty old diesel generator banging away... and drive out leaving 24-hour
power, and its silent and it’s clean. Just too
good.”
• Jocelyn Uibo, an aboriginal member
of the Numbulwar Numburindi Community Government Council and registrar of
the community’s school in Arnhem Land
just opposite Groote Island, sought to educate local Aboriginal communities on how
every consideration for the environment
counts. Community elders have already
noticed that billabongs are drying out faster

after the wet season. They fear increasing
temperatures and unpredictable weather
events will raise sea levels and wash away
sand, preventing turtles from nesting and
removing a major food source.
• Nick Towle, a doctor from Burnie,
Tasmania, shaped his presentation around
the belief that Climate Change will be detrimental to the physiological and psychological health of Australian’s in the future.
“In the context of climate change it is
actually very difficult to identify particular
disease or particular illness and say ‘that’s
caused by climate change’,” Nick says.
“But what is perhaps becoming evident
now is certain patterns of illness. So, for
example, in areas of significant flooding,
as the water recedes, we get an increase in
mosquito-borne infections. That has happened in Queensland this year, and we can
link it quite clearly to water lying around
in the region for longer.
“Here is Tasmania the sort of things we
might see would be increased spikes of
gastroenteritis. One degree temperature is
a huge difference when it comes to medical and population health. One degree is
the difference between bacteria proliferat-

ing, say in food that’s been left out on the
bench, versus no illness.”
• Vanessa Morris, a Canberra mother
of two and former ABC broadcaster, broke
down after seeing An Inconvenient Truth
but then felt empowered, at least for her
children’s sake, to mould her message towards both young and old. She is now Executive Director of SEE-Change, (‘SEE’
equals Society, the Environment and the
Economy), a recently-formed Canberra
sustainability organisation which is aiming
to empower local communities to come up
with their own solutions to the multiple
challenges of climate change, peak oil,
food security and financial uncertainty.
• Ex-Waratah player, Alex Kanaar,
shared his presentation with his fellow players and believes that with their influential
positions, and the high-profile rugger sponsorship firms that surround
them, they have the power to most
effectively pass on the message. His
rugby career is over through injury,
and Alex has entered the cycling and
recycling industries.
• Confident Year 12 girl, Linh Do of
Maidstone, whose parents hail from Vietnam, aimed with stunning loquacity to
shift the attitudes of cynical Generation
Ys and that included her personal aspiration “to become Secretary-General of the
United Nations.” She has run a Change-aMillion-Light-Bulbs Campaign.
What impressed of course was that
each of these chosen presenters had the
Gore ammunition, but even more vitally
the courage to package and present their
findings in front of an assembly of their
peers. With the one exception (Mark),
they exhibited a total conviction and a
striking lack of ego. Even allowing for
a bit of spin in the film, post-presentation interviews with the various audience groups did seem to indicate that
the peer-driven message was probably
more effective than the same message
delivered by the latest Climate Change
guru.
For those of us who stayed on for the after-supper discussion, it was salutary to find
on reaching home that Rafa and Fernando
were just completing the first set, and the
night was but a pup.
RW

The Nature Conservation Council is offering community members the opportunity
to discuss our response to the critical issue of climate change and have their ideas
contribute to government decision making. See http://nccnsw.org.au for details.
The NSW Minister for Climate Change and the Environment, Carmel Tebbutt, will
open the summit on 20 February in Sydney and will receive the community recommendations after the event. This is an opportunity for Australians – those not
aligned with traditional environment groups – to help shape government climate
change responses, and they will be assisted by expert speakers and facilitators.
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BLUE MOUNTAINS CONSERVATION SOCIETY BUSHWALKING ACTIVITIES

Membership of the bushwalking group is open to Society members. The BMCS Bushwalkers’ Guide, which explains the
numbered Grades, can be found on the Society’s website www.bluemountains.org.au, or will be posted on request.
For more information: Liz van Reyswood, on 4757 2694, bushwalks@bluemountains.org.au, or PO Box 29, W/Falls 2782.
Before attending a walk, please discuss the walk with the contact person or group co-ordinator (see below)

Saturday Walks

		 Usually a full-day, longer walk at a faster pace. Bring morning tea, lunch and adequate water. Before attending ring the
		
designated contact person or the Group Co-ordinator Jim Percy, 4758 6009 or email jp34@tpg.com.au

Feb-14 Wollangambe Canyon (2)
Meredith 4782 4823
Map: Mt Wilson Meet: Blackheath Stn Car Park 9.45am
Short walk to a swim in the cool canyon waters surrounded by sandstone cliffs.
Feb-21 Faulconbridge Point (3)
Ros
4733 3880
Map: Springwood Meet: Faulconbridge Stn CP
9.45am
               13km all on track or firetrail. Views of Grose River Valley. Cars needed.
Feb-28 Erskine Ck via Pisgah Rock (4) Ros
4733 3880
Map: Penrith
Meet: Check with leader 				Check
               4-5km. Very steep descent/ascent with rocks to negotiate, while in the creek. Relax in swimming hole or explore rocks
		along the creek. Entrance fee or Parks Pass applies. Cars needed. NOTE: This is a Grade 4 walk!
Mar-07 Cox’s River and Environs (4)
Bill
4758 8545
Map: Jenolan
Meet: Check with leader 				 Check
               14km mostly on track, but sometimes rough and indistinct. Route is Carlons – Packsaddlers – Carlon and
Breakfast Creek – Cox’s River – Ironmongers Hill – Ironpot Ridge to Carlons. Steep climb of 580 metres up from Cox’s,
		multiple creek crossings. NOTE: This is a Grade 4 long day walk!
Mar-14 Bruce’s Walk (3)
Jim
4758 6009
Map: Katoomba Meet: Lawson Stn Car Park, Nth 8.00am
11km all on track with three creek crossings. Lawson to Wentworth Falls. Suggest 7.34am train from Wentworth Falls.

MONDAY LEISURE Walks

‘Short Day’ walks of 3-5 hours, suitable for walkers of average fitness. Bring morning tea and lunch and adequate water.
		 The Group Co-ordinator is Maurice Kerkham, 4739 4942, or email mauricekerkham@hotmail.com
Feb-16 		Hen & Chicken Bay (1)
Judith
4758 6310
Meet: Top of escalators at Central Station
9.30am
		 Interesting historic walk through parks and suburbs in Sydney with river views. Flat but little shade.
Feb-23 			Devil’s Hole & Nellies Glen (3) Norm
4784 1554
Meet: Gearins Hotel Katoomba
		 8.30am
Walk into Megalong Valley.
Mar-02 		Euroka, Nepean River (2)
Heather 4739 1493
Meet: Glenbrook Station Car Park
		 9.30am
		Walk to Nepean River.
Mar-09 		Ikara Head (2)
Judith
4758 6310
Meet: Mt Victoria Station Car Park 							 9.00am
		Pagodas and view of Grose Valley. Car pool.
Mar-16 			Watsons Bay to South Head (1)
Bob
4757 4569
Meet: Top of escalators at Central Station
9.30am
		Lunch at Doyles!

THURSDAY PLEASURE Walks

The walks  are of 2-3 hours length conducted at a leisurely pace to suit walkers on the day. Bring morning tea, adequate
		 water and lunch if noted. The Group Co-ordinator is Simone Bowskill, 4757 3416, email simbow@tpg.com.au
Feb-19 Katoomba Cascades (2)
Joan 		 4782 5966
Meet: Gearins Hotel, Katoomba 			
		Easy cliff-top walk.
Feb-26 	Red Gum Park, Bullaburra (2) Maurice 4739 4942
Meet: Cnr Noble St and GWHY 		
		
		Walk through park to Minnatonka Falls. Beautiful angophoras.
Mar-05 Gordon Falls to Leura Cascades (2) Joan
4782 5966
Meet: Cnr Leura Mall and Megalong St
		Cliff top walk with varied scenery. Car shuffle to return.
Mar-12 Water Nymph’s Dell (2)
David
4757 3416
Meet: Wentworth Falls Carpark, near clock
		Walk down into rainforest glade in Wentworth Falls. Some steep scrambling.
Mar-19 Nature Trail, Wentworth Falls (2) Maurice 4739 4942
Meet: Wentworth Falls Carpark, near clock
		Classic walk with a variety of habitats.

TWO GONGS FOR
THE NATIONAL ...
Members’ Memoranda

welcome to new members

Barry Colvin
Blackheath
Lorraine Colvin		Blackheath
Ernst Carmichael
Lawson
John Brown
		Wentworth Falls
Stuart McGill 		Blackheath

BMCS Membership Enquiries:
Ilan Salbe 4759 2372
membership@bluemountains.org.au

M

ost appropriately, our summer Saturday walks have
focused on National Pass. It is shady, and following extensive renovation, its Centenary was celebrated
on 11 December 2008. This NPWS function, held at the
also-renovated Edge Cinema, was attended by a large
community group including many Consoc members.
Two staggered première screenings of the film, National Pass, by local film maker, Gary Caganoff, provided
insight into the heritage, planning, and construction effort
behind the renovation. Then it was announced that the
project had won the 2008 Energy Australia National Trust
Heritage Award for Conservation of a Built Heritage Conservation Project AND the 2008 UNESCO Asia-Pacific
Heritage Award for Cultural Heritage Conservation.
One might be forgiven for thinking that too much money
has been spent on this one iconic track, when so many
of our tracks lack routine maintenance, but I guess after
the new sandstone steps have survived another hundred
years of use no one will give that a thought.
RW
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